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Chapter 211: One Price 

 

 Zhao Yu was thinking about the Mianling Case even though he was lying on his desk sleepily. Especially 

about the fact that Hao Gang’s wife, who had passed away, looked so much like Liang Sisi. It made him 

feel like there was definitely something worth finding out! Today was the third day he had gotten the 

“Gen” hexagram! 

“The photo can’t just be a coincidence. I just got my hands on Hao Gang, and now I’ve came across 

something so weird! Is there really no connection? What is the relationship between Hao Gang’s wife 

and Liang Sisi?” Zhao Yu wondered. 

Besides the photo, Zhao Yu was also thinking about Gao Yang’s death. Did he really die of an illness or 

was he murdered? Zhang Yaohui and Lanbo had spent the day in the mental hospital, but had not 

returned with anything useful. Also, no matter what methods Zhang Jingfeng had used, he could not find 

anything connecting Hao Gang and Cheng Sanli. It was as if someone deliberately erased part of their 

history. 

Though it was evident that Hao Gang, Han Wenjun, and Gao Yang were comrades from the same 

military team, there was no evidence that they had been close. What if they were just comrades but not 

close with each other? Did it mean that they were not related to the Mianling Case? Had the police 

taken the wrong approach? And what was Cheng Sanli’s role in this case? 

Zhao Yu was thinking about the case in his sleepiness, wanting to figure out something. But amongst the 

mess, he had gotten more confused and lost. In the end, he fell asleep. 

It was six in the evening when he woke up. There was no one left in the office besides Li Beini, who was 

next to him. She told Zhao Yu that Liang Sisi and Hao Gang were not related in any single way. 

“Phew!” Zhao Yu let out a long breath, glad that his theory had not worked out and was only a 

coincidence! 

Lei Beini told Zhao Yu that Team Leader Miao sent Team B to question Hao Gang’s old neighbors and his 

old colleagues within the police force. They should be able to get some new clues this time around. 

Zhao Yu felt mixed emotions when he thought about Miao Ying. “Miao Renfeng is running away because 

she’s afraid that I’ll let loose on her! Hmph…You can’t hide for long! Miao Renfeng, just you wait and 

see!” he thought to himself. 

Zhao Yu looked at his watch and realized it was time to leave for Yao Jia’s party. He cleaned up and left 

for the party in his uniform. 

Zhao Yu never really gave Yao Jia’s party any thought. He thought it was just a simple meal with no 

alcohol, so he assumed he could head back and continue investigating once he filled up his stomach. He 

had gotten a third “Gen” hexagram today! Who knew, he might be able to find a big clue if he worked 

harder. 

… 



Branyar Hotel was one of the few five-star hotels in Qinshan. Those who got married there were mostly 

rich. Yao Jia and Zang Jie were not from wealthy families, but they were both pretty well-off. The hotel 

event lobby was already packed with all their friends and relatives when Zhao Yu arrived. 

Yao Jia was dressed in a beautiful Chinese qipao as she talked with a chubby emcee on stage. She had a 

charming smile, proper and decent. Beautiful was not enough to describe her. Once she saw Zhao Yu, 

she waved at him and asked him to go on the stage that was covered with red carpet. 

“Officer Zhao, you’re finally here!” Yao Jia held Zhao Yu’s arms and said, “I was worried that you…Hey? 

Your hair?” Yao Jia realized that Zhao Yu was bald, because he was not wearing his cap. 

“I fought with some criminals and had a small accident. Don’t worry about that!” Zhao Yu bragged. “Ovr 

forty criminals were defeated by me with my bare hands! Here, I only got eight stitches!” 

“Wow! That’s really dangerous!” Yao Jia said. “Come to the hospital if it happens again, I’ll stitch it for 

you! On the house!” 

“Hmm…” Zhao Yu hesitated. “Getting stitches in the police station is free as well. Hehe.” 

“Oh, that’s good!” Yao Jia laughed. “Yeah, I was worried that I scared you off when I asked you to be our 

child’s godfather!” 

“Why would I be?” Zhao Yu pointed at Yao Jia’s stomach and replied jokingly, “Why? Is my godson 

already growing inside?” 

“Hey! Don’t make up stories! Hehe.” Yao Jia’s laughter was to die for. “We are just engaged, not married 

yet!” 

“Cough! What era are you in?” Zhao Yu wanted to tell more dirty jokes, but looking at Yao Jia, such an 

elegant lady, he held his tongue. 

“Officer Zhao, let me tell you something interesting!” Yao Jia said happily with Zhao Yu’s arms still in her 

hands. “I told my colleagues about your heroic actions at Liu He Shun and they all call me ‘Thirteenth Sis’ 

now! Hehehe.” 

“Aiyo? What a pleasure. Thirteenth Sis!” Zhao Yu greeted her in a traditional manner. 

“Likewise!” Yao Jia replied as Zhao Yu had, then burst out in laughter. 

Just as they were chatting merrily, a group of macho people entered from the main entrance. The leader 

of the group was a man about fifty-years-old. He had really intimidating features and aura, and stood 

out among the group. 

There were many men in black suits that were like bodyguards behind him. Among the men in black 

suits, there was one in white, and he was the only one Zhao Yu knew. The one in the white suit was Hao 

Jiajun. 

“Why…why would he be here?” Yao Jia saw Hao Jiajun and felt uneasy. She moved behind Zhao Yu. 

Oh. Zhao Yu looked at the intimidating man again and finally recognized him. He was Hao Jiajun’s father, 

the director of Rongtian Corporation, the suspect that Zhao Yu had been secretly after—Hao Gang!!! 



F*ck, it can’t be?! Looking at these overbearing people, Zhao Yu was thinking, “Does that this b*stard 

know that I was after him and is looking for trouble? Why? Trying to scare me off?” Zhao Yu was not 

intimidated. He puffed up his chest and stuck his chin up, showing the gangster side of him. 

But Zhao Yu had got it all wrong! Hao Gang walked onto the stage and pointed at Zhao Yu and Yao Jia. 

He turned around to ask Hao Jia Jun, “Jiajun, is it these two?” Hao Gang sounded very loud and 

intimidating. Many of the guests recognized Hao Gang and suddenly became very quiet. 

Hao Jiajun nodded sheepishly and replied, “Dad, can you please stay out of this? I can solve this myself!” 

“Solve this yourself?” Hao Gang shook his head coldly. “Son, you lost twenty pounds. If I let this go on, 

wouldn’t you turn into a stringbean?” 

Hao Gang turned around and checked out Yao Jia. He nodded and said, “Hmm, no wonder, quite a 

beauty! No wonder my son only wanted you! Not bad. Alright, I am rooting for you as my daughter in 

law!” He then turned and faced Zhao Yu. “Young man, I don’t want to waste my time, let’s keep this 

short! Give your girlfriend to my son. Give me a price.” 

“Huh? What?” Zhao Yu was confused but understood after a while. It seemed that the both of them 

thought that Zhao Yu was Yao Jia’s boyfriend! Zhao Yu had just put on a show with Hao Jiajun’s earlier 

that morning, so Hao Jiajun was certain that Zhao Yu was the groom. He and Yao Jia had acted exactly 

like a newlywed couple earlier as well. 

“But forget about that. From what Hao Hang said, he meant that they are here to get the wife? That’s 

quite barbaric!” Zhao Yu thought. 

“I understand that you don’t lack money!” Hao Gang said with his poker face on. “But since I asked, it is 

not only about money anymore. Do you understand? You think about it. If you do not agree with my 

proposal now, you may not be able to get anything in the end.” 

“I agree!” Zhao Yu surrendered and nodded at once. “Boss Hao is really direct! Why wouldn’t I agree? I 

do not ask for much. Eight-million! The money for this place tonight, I’ll cover it. What do you think?” 

“You…” Hao Gang was surprised. 

“Hmm…” Hao Jiajun was confused. 

“What the…” Yao Jia was furious. 

Chapter 212: Any Fish? 

 

 “Officer Zhao…” Yao Jia’s face was completely white as she tugged at the corner of Zhao Yu’s clothes, 

but Zhao Yu simply ignored it. 

He licked his lips as he spoke with Hao Gang. “Boss Hao, you’re so influential, yet you lie? Can you not 

afford eight-million? If you can’t afford it, then get out!” 

“Hmph!” Hao Gang looked at Zhao Yu coldly, and immediately waved behind him. Someone 

immediately handed over a check. 



“Do you see, son?” Hao Gang spoke to Hao Jiajun. “The ugliness of the world? Your happiness has to be 

taken by your own hand, got it? From now on, no matter what, you have to dare to try to take the 

initiative!” As he spoke, Hao Gang started signing the check. 

“No, no!” Yao Jia yelled in fear. “How could you do this? I…I was sold?” 

“Huhu…” Hao Gang laughed coldly and said to Yao Jia, “Girl, this is a good thing! Someone who betrayed 

you so easily, like your boyfriend, what are you doing with him? The Hao family only has one son. To be 

the wife of my son is a blessing for you!” 

Woah…Hao Gang’s words caused a huge commotion within the crowd. No one could understand. How 

did Yao Jia suddenly become Hao Gang’s daughter in law? Oh no! 

Zhao Yu looked to the side and suddenly saw Cang Jie wearing his suit, happily walking through the 

door. If this guy appeared, then everything would be exposed. Zhao Yu immediately began to rush Hao 

Gang. 

“Boss Hao, what are you muttering about? Aren’t you giving me money? Then sign it, why don’t you? 

Once you sign it, I’m gone!” 

“Hmph!” Hao Gang huffed in disdain and started signing, yet, half way through, Cang Jie had already 

rushed over. 

“Ah?!” Cang Jie recognized the business world giant Hao Gang, and immediately hopped up and ran 

over, shaking hands with the other forcefully. “Isn’t this President Hao? Why are you here? Ah? Truly a 

blessing, a blessing! Hehehe. For you to attend our party is truly an honor for us, a blessing, hehehe.” 

Suddenly, the lobby became deathly silent. Hao Gang looked as if he had been struck by thunder. The 

pen he used to sign his name was on the ground. 

“Hey!” Behind Hao Gang, a man dressed in black, with a scar near his eye, and a face full of stubble, 

immediately pulled Cao Jie’s hand off and asked fiercely, “Who are you?” 

Zhao Yu looked at the guy. He looked somewhat melancholic. His temples bulged, and veins popped out 

on his neck. If he was not wrong, this guy was at the top of the top. 

“I am Cao Jie, from Linyun City Zhen Xing Clothing company, hehehe.” Cang Jie had no idea what was 

happening, and even took out a business card and respectfully handed it to Hao Gang. 

Hao Gang did not take it. The man in black grabbed it and squeezed it in his hand, turning it into a small 

ball. 

“Mm…” Cang Jie turned to look at Yao Jia, and immediately grabbed her hand, pulling her in front of Hao 

Gang. He very excitedly introduced her. “This is my fiancé, Yao Jia!” 

After the introduction, Cao Jie even whispered in Yao Jia’s ear, “Jiajia, is your family this powerful? They 

invited president Hao? That’s too amazing!” 

Yao Jia was completely confused. She did not know how to explain what was happening to Cang Jie. 



The only people who were even more confused was the son and father of the Hao family. Hao Gang 

stopped signing the check and put it way before flinging his sleeve, angrily saying to Hao Jiajun, “Do you 

see, son? Just how disgusting their lives are? I simply can’t accept the woman you like! Engaged to two 

men! if she enters our family, I won’t have any face left!” 

“Dad…” Hao Jiajun’s face was completely twisted, his face red as he lowered his head, unable to speak. 

“Mm? What? What’s this?” It was finally Cang Jie’s turn to be confused. He looked carefully at Hao 

Gang, before finally realizing that he was clearly not here to attend the party. 

“Hmph! Preposterous!” Hao Gang spat out angrily, and told the man in black with the scar, “Go, tell the 

manager that this event is canceled! I won’t allow such a foolish wedding here!” Ah? Everyone was 

stunned. 

“Whew!” Hearing this, Zhao Yu finally popped out from the side. He was very frustrated! He had nearly 

gotten eight-million yuan, but it had all gone to waste thanks to Cang Jie! 

Zhao Yu had wanted to to leave, but hearing that Hao Gang wanted to ruin the party, he could not let 

that happen. At the very least, he came to support Yao Jia. If he ruined it, how could he ever face her? 

Thinking this much, Zhao Yu immediately stepped forward and spoke with Hao Gang. “I say, boss Hao, 

what are you trying to do? Are you bullying us because you’re rich? The person getting married isn’t 

you. How can you just cancel it?” 

“Hmph!” Hao Gang looked at Zhao Yu coldly. “This entire restaurant belongs to me. If I say I’m canceling 

it, I will! What? Are you talking about the contract fee? What, do you think I can’t pay it?” 

“President Hao, you…what do you mean?” Cang Jie scratched his head. “Did we offend you somehow? If 

we have, please let us know!” Hao Gang completely ignored him and turned to leave. 

“Hao Gang!” Zhao Yu suddenly stopped him, speaking coldly too. “Even though you are the president of 

the Rongtian Corporation, you dare to do something so immoral. Could it be you aren’t afraid of the 

shame? A president, coming in and ruining someone’s marriage, trying to buy a daughter-in-law. If the 

newspaper saw this, or WeChat, then isn’t your name as good as ruined?” 

“What did you say?” Hao Gang was immediately enraged. The man in black behind him was ready to 

rush forward, showing Zhao Yu some of his prowess, but the wise Hao Gang stopped him. He turned and 

carefully scrutinized Zhao Yu, then finally noticed the police uniform Zhao Yu was wearing. 

“Kid, are you a police officer? What, do you want to get fired?” Hao Gang’s expression was dark as he 

spoke. “Much less the city level! Even provincial officials have to be polite to me. Yet you, a mere officer, 

dares to talk back to me! Killing you is as easy as squishing a bug.” 

“Why don’t you f*ck off!” Zhao Yu put his hands on his waist as he laughed. “Can’t you think up some 

better threat? I’ve got some old classics for you too! Karma always comes around! If you’ve done 

something terrible, don’t think you can get away with it! Know this, it’s not that karma won’t come, it’s 

just not time yet!” 

As Zhao Yu faced Hao Gang, he stared without batting an eye. Suddenly, he remembered what Miao 

Ying had told him over tea: if he wanted to investigate this case, then he had to go the extra mile and 



find a way to force the other, to ‘fish’ out what they were hiding! Only by using some questionable 

methods could they force them to expose themselves. 

“What? Kid? Cursing now? Do you want to die?” The bodyguards behind Hao Gang could not stop 

themselves anymore, each of them cracking their knuckles, ready to pounce. 

“Hmph!” Hao Gang simply huffed coldly. “Kid, I can’t stop your own suicide! Are you brave enough to 

tell me what branch you work at?” 

“I’m from the Rongyang Branch’s Key Case Investigation Unit!” Zhao Yu laughed coldly. “The case I’m 

responsible for now is huge in Qinshan—The Massive Mianling Kidnapping and Murder Case!” Zhao Yu 

purposely emphasized the word “Mianling Case,” trying to find some sort of change in Hao Gang’s 

expression. 

Even though Hao Gang looked unaffected, Zhao Yu instinctively noticed a certain change in Hao Gang’s 

eyes. 

“Hehe, okay, a brave lad!” Hao Gang laughed unnaturally. “Then, you just wait and see!” He turned to 

leave. 

“Oh, okay, okay, I’ll wait!” Zhao Yu’s laugh turned even stranger as he yelled at Hao Gang’s back, “Oh, 

also, I’m waiting to talk to Han Wenjun and Gao Yang! After that, I’ll go find Cheng Sanli!” 

Suddenly, Hao Gang looked as if he had been struck by thunder, his footsteps halted. Zhao Yu could see 

his shoulder slightly shiver. In that moment, Zhao Yu knew that his words had completely stunned the 

other. Could it be? 

Zhao Yu’s heart suddenly started pumping. Did Hao Gang really have something to do with the Mianling 

Case! Did his fishing actually work?! 

Chapter 213: Do You Feel Guilty? 

 

 Hao Gang stopped walking, turned around slowly, and scanned Zhao Yu from head to toe once again. 

The shocked expression on his face had betrayed him! 

“You!” Hao Gang glared at him fiercely, then gritted his teeth and said, “What do you mean?” 

Who knows how Zhao Yu remained silent after he saw how Hao Gang reacted, then made a silly face. He 

was actually putting the invisible camera onto Hao Gang’s eyes as he glared at Zhao Yu! 

Zhao Yu knew that the person in front of him was someone powerful in Qinshan! As he had shown his 

cards and put pressure on Hao Gang, Zhao Yu had to be extremely careful. So putting on an invisible 

camera allowed him to keep the situation under full control. Hao Gang might show his true colors soon 

enough. 

Hao Gang was a really cunning person. Even if he was not the murderer of the Mianling Case, he might 

want to harm Zhao Yu. Once he planned to take revenge, Zhao Yu could prepare ahead. 

“Hmph!” Hao Gang was angry as he disputed Zhao Yu’s claim. He spat, “Ridiculous!” and left. 



The camera was on Hao Gang, but Zhao Yu still felt insecure. He was worried that he would miss hearing 

something important. So it was better to use two devices at the same time just to be safe. Zhao Yu 

immediately activated the devices system and took out the last invisible eavesdropper to put it on Hao 

Gang. That way he could find out everything. 

But Hao Gang had already turned around and left. His bodyguards formed a barricade behind him, 

blocking Zhao Yu from attaching the invisible eavesdropper on Hao Gang. He had no choice but to run 

off the stage. He found an opening in the crowd and shot the eavesdropper out. 

But something happened! Since there were dinner tables on both side of the path, a woman in a red 

dress stood up from her table and walked across just as Zhao Yu shot the eavesdropper at Hao Gang! 

Unfortunately, the eavesdropper stuck to the lady instead! 

“Oh! F*ck!” he thought. Zhao Yu nearly fainted, but then he saw that the lady in the red dress was very 

nicely dressed, looking beautiful with her thick red lips, just like Marilyn Monroe. 

“F*ck! Isn’t this distracting?!” he could not help but think. Zhao Yu cursed and wanted to relocate the 

camera, but there was only an “on-off” button, so he could not change the position. 

When Zhao Yu turned to look for Hao Gang, he realized that he had already left the lobby. 

Zhao Yu immediately changed the frequency accordingly so that he could view whatever the camera 

was recording. He could see that Hao Gang had already entered the elevator with his bodyguards, and 

was going straight to the top floor of the hotel. Hao Gang whispered to one of his workers. He was, 

without a doubt, asking for detailed information on Zhao Yu’s background. 

But Zhao Yu was not sure why Hao Gang went upstairs. Maybe he really was going to look for the hotel 

manager to cancel Yao Jia and Zang Jie’s engagement party. 

“No, no way! I can’t let him to do that. I’ve got to do something about this,” Zhao Yu said in his head. 

“Jiajia,” Cang Jie was confused and asked Yao Jia, “What is going on? Why would the director of 

Rongtian come and cause trouble for us? Oh, is that the Hao Jiajun that you’ve mentioned? Is this his 

doing? Is he getting his dad’s help?” 

Yao Jia had not recovered from the traumatic experience. She was lost for words. 

“Aiyo. Jiajia!” The lady with the eavesdropper on her ran onto the stage and said, “Lucky you! You had a 

chance to be the daughter in law of Hao Gang! Oh my God! If you had agreed earlier, you could’ve been 

the richest wife in Qinshan. Hehehe.” 

“Zhai Linlin, don’t start anymore drama!” Yao Jia panicked. “I don’t know what is wrong with that guy! 

His dad is so barbaric! Hmph!” 

Cang Jie panicked when he saw that Yao Jia was angry and tried to comfort her. “Jiajia, it’s okay, they 

left. Let’s forget about it! Don’t let this ruin our day. Don’t forget, it’s our big day!” 

“Yeah! I agree!” Zhai Linlin quickly went along with Cang Jie and said, “People born with silver spoons in 

their mouth are spoiled. Ignore them! Come, I’ll go look for the emcee. It’s almost time! Don’t delay 

your blessed day!” Zhai Linlin and Cang Jie quickly went to the emcee to get things started as they 

talked. 



Oh. Zhao Yu realized that this Zhai Linlin might be Yao Jia’s best friend. Sigh! What a waste. He had 

wasted such a precious eavesdropper on an unimportant lady! He did not want to eavesdrop on this 

lady. He turned the device off and focused on Hao Gang. Zhao Yu knew that if Hao Gang felt guilty, he 

would show his true colors. So he had to pay close attention to him. 

The video image actually appeared in Zhao Yu’s mind when he focused on it. He could monitor Hao 

Gang’s movement without using his eyes. Hao Jiajun had already disappeared. Hao Gang was at the top 

of the hotel in a luxurious private room with his troops of bodyguards. 

The bodyguards formed a line in front of the door. Only the one with a scar on his face followed Hao 

Gang inside. 

The luxurious private room was as big as a basketball court. Even the crystal dining table was ridiculously 

huge. Everyone around the table stood up to show their respect as Hao Gang entered. He greeted them 

one by one. 

Zhao Yu took a closer look. Everyone around the table was a somebody in Qinshan, involved in business, 

politics, cultural matters, and there was even a famous local celebrity! 

Hao Gang said something and made everyone laugh. Then they continued to chat merrily. 

The waiter brought out cigars and poured fine wine for everyone. 

Oh. Zhao Yu realized that Hao Gang came to the hotel not only to ruin Yao Jia’s party, but to attend an 

important gathering. 

“This must be it. The gathering here was the main point. He just crashed the party on the way,” Zhao Yu 

thought. “If so, Hao Gang would definitely dine there. He wouldn’t take any action at that time. He 

didn’t look for the hotel manager to wreck the wedding. I guess he just let it slip.” 

Watching Hao Gang joke around with his guests rather calmly, Zhao Yu wondered if Hao Gang felt guilty, 

and if what he had said scared Hao Gang or not. 

“This old man…Really smart,” Zhao Yu could not help but think. 

As Hao Gang had not showed any signs of emotion, Zhao Yu decided to enjoy his meal. Yao Jia chatted 

with him during the meal and complained that he should not have messed with Hao Gang, or tried to 

get money from him. 

  

Zhao Yu was an expert storyteller. He did not explain his plan to Yao Jia, on the contrary, he said “I 

could’ve sent Hao Gang to jail if he signed the check just now. The check would’ve been evidence, and 

he wouldn’t have dared to do anything else! I was thinking about the two of you, but you ruined it!” 

Oh. Yao Jia realized Zhao Yu’s ture intentions and apologized immediately. 

Zhao Yu said exaggeratedly, “I made such rude comments to make Hao Gang angry in order to distract 

him from you. Hao Gang would be too preoccupied with getting his revenge on me, so he wouldn’t 

cause you anymore trouble. It was all for your own good.” Zhao Yu’s b*llshit moved Yao Jia. She was 

worried that Hao Gang would be pissed at Zhao Yu. 



Zhao Yu continued to console her. “Today is your big day! Don’t worry about me, hurry up and go do 

your thing!” 

Yao Jia was touched by Zhao Yu’s words. During the dinner, she made a toast to thank him. Zhao Yu was 

not planning to drink but he eventually did. He had not slept for a night, and with alcohol in his system, 

he felt very uncomfortable. 

He drove home after the dinner ended. He did not return the police car but parked it on Shun Feng 

Street. He took a shower when he got home, and quickly started to monitor Hao Gang when he regained 

consciousness. 

Hao Gang’s dinner was, of course, extraordinary. With good food, wine, and cigars, accompanied with 

celebrity performances too, the guests enjoyed themselves very much. The gathering ended at about 

eleven at night. Hao Gang was presumably the host as he arranged chauffeur services for the guests to 

go home after the dinner. 

“Here comes the show!” Zhao Yu thought. He knew that the crucial moment would come right after the 

gathering. “Hao Gang, let me see if you feel guilty or not!” 

Chapter 214: Eliminate the Evidence 

 

 Zhao Yu felt that if he were Hao Gang, he would have already slept with that celebrity. Many times, 

during the party, the celebrity winked at Hao Gang, eyeing him seductively, clearly wanting to get close 

to him. But once the party was over, Hao Gang sent the celebrity away. He took his group of bodyguards 

and returned to the Rongyang Corporation office building. 

Zhao Yu, seeing Hao Gang not go to the office building instead of returning home so late, believed that 

something was not right. He had to devote one-hundred-twenty percent of his attention in order not to 

miss any details. 

Through the camera, he saw that after Hao Gang got out of his car, he immediately headed to his office 

on the Rongtian building’s highest floor. There was a lock on the office door, and when Hao Gang 

unlocked it with the password, Zhao Yu immediately wrote it down in case he needed it later. 

Entering the office, Hao Gang’s bodyguards were all gone. When the light turned on, Zhao Yu saw that 

Hao Gang’s office was not that big, but it looked like a deluxe castle. From Zhao Yu’s view angle, he 

could not see the entire office well. 

Hao Gang quickly sat down at his desk, and first opened the biggest drawer in the middle of his desk, 

then used the fingerprint sensor inside. On the right side, a tiny shelf suddenly popped up. 

Holy sh*t! Zhao Yu could not help but be a little excited. To think that Hao Gang’s office desk was this 

advanced! Since the small shelf was so hidden, there must be something secret inside of it! 

Zhao Yu had stopped breathing, carefully looking at the hand Hao Gang extended towards the shelf. In 

the end, other than a stack of files, there was only an old phone—a flip phone that was decades old and 

could only play Snake. 



The thing that drove Zhao Yu insane was that Hao Gang flipped the phone open to make a call, and 

stayed on it for a long time. But Zhao Yu could only watch, unable to hear what he was saying! 

It was almost torture! If it were not for the woman named Zhai Linlin, if she had not blocked the 

listening device, then maybe Zhao Yu could have heard some important information! Even if it was not 

about the Mianling Case, if it were some news about the stock market, it would be great too! 

“Sh*t!” Zhao Yu cursed as he watched Hao Gang talk on the phone, unable to understand a single thing. 

In his anger, he suddenly came up with a different idea: since the situation was like this, why not listen 

in on what Zhai Linlin was doing? The switch for the listening device was inside his head. With a single 

tap from Zhao Yu, the sound from the listening device immediately entered his ear. But to Zhao Yu’s 

shock, the voice he heard was not Zhai Linlin’s, but another man’s. 

“Linlin, you’re simply too bold!” The man seemed to be smoking. He chewed on the cigarette as he 

spoke. “Today I just married your friend, but you have already come to play with me. Truly bold, hehe!” 

Holy sh*t! Zhao Yu knew instantly that the person who was speaking was Cang Jie!! 

Holy sh*t. Zhao Yu was not sure if he should cry or laugh. To think that the listening device had not 

gotten anything on the Mianling case, but somehow found another “case”! 

“Hmph!” Zhai Linlin’s voice suddenly rang out. “Say, had you not stopped her and let her be Hao Gang’s 

wife, how good would I be? I wouldn’t feel guilty either!” 

“Oh? You felt guilty?” Cang Jie spoke mockingly. “If I broke up with Yao Jia, we wouldn’t get together 

either! Your husband is so rich, do you want to divorce him?” 

Woah…Zhao Yu was stunned. These two…unfaithful…swine. 

“A friendly reminder,” Zhai Linlin spoke with some ill-intent, “you and Yao Jia are engaged, but you 

haven’t slept together yet. Don’t you think it’s kind of strange? Could your new fiancé be the cold type 

again?” 

“No matter!” Cang Jie laughed. “With you here, I’m already satisfied.” 

“Eh? You, don’t be so rough! Ah…hehehe…” 

From the listening device came the two’s perverted wailing. Clearly the two had entered the next step. 

“Holy sh*t!” Zhao Yu cursed, feeling sorry for Yao Jia. But on the other hand, he was immensely amused. 

He was watching Hao Gang making a phone call in his mind, yet listening to the sound of Cang Jie and 

Zhai Linlin’s moans, the feeling was completely different, and also conflicting, giving Zhao Yu a strange 

sense of excitement. 

But the feeling did not last too long before Hao Gang finished his phone call. It seemed like Hao Gang 

had taken care of some serious business, as the man looked much more relaxed. He even went to the 

wine rack and poured himself some wine. 

Yet, before Hao Gang had even finished his wine, his phone lit up again. It appeared that the other had 

called him back. Hao Gang held his wine in one hand and picked up the call with the other. 



Hao Gang had only listened to the call for a little bit when the wine glass in his hand slipped out and fell 

on the floor! Since it was carpeted, the wine glass was safe, but the wine had spilled everywhere. 

Clearly, Hao Gang had heard some insane news! 

Zhao Yu could see that Hao Gang’s sight was shaking violently. Clearly, he was shaking all over. 

“Oh, ah! Ouch! It hurts…” Even though Zhao Yu had captured the important image of Hao Gang, paired 

with Cang Jie and Zhai Linlin’s moans, it was almost too awkward. 

Zhao Yu knew that Hao Gang dropping his wine glass meant that he had definitely heard some crazy 

news. There was definitely something important happening. Thus, Zhao Yu turned off the listening 

device, allowing his mind to focus. 

Hao Gang had already hung up the phone, but from his vision, one could tell that Hao Gang was clearly 

shaken as he paced in the huge office. He walked around for ten whole minutes, as if considering 

something extremely important. 

Suddenly, it looked as if he had made up his mind, and quickly left the office. He flipped through the 

documents in the tiny drawer. Inside the document was a small square box. As he opened it, a small and 

delicate pistol appeared in front of Hao Gang. He not only put a silencer on the gun, but also unlocked 

the safety. 

Sh*t! Zhao Yu was stunned. He was not sure why Hao Gang had suddenly pulled out a gun. Was he going 

to murder someone, or…commit suicide?! 

Under Zhao Yu’s nervous gaze, Hao Gang stood up and walked toward the depth of his office. In the 

office there was a small storage room with tons of information and more hidden within. 

Then, something even bigger happened before his eyes. With a turn of the knob behind the scanner, a 

small shelf within the storage room suddenly revealed a tiny metal door. On the door was an almost 

safe-like, highly complex lock. Hao Gang once again pressed his finger on the scanner, and the metal 

door sprang open. 

God! Zhao Yu could have never imagined that within Hao Gang’s office was such a hidden place. It was 

almost like a movie! It seemed that the secrets Hao Gang had were truly numerous! 

Once Hao Gang entered the small door, it was completely dark. Zhao Yu could not see anything. But Hao 

Gang navigated the place almost instinctively, walking through the darkness with ease. In the darkness, 

Zhao Yu’s camera started shaking. One could tell that Hao Gang was highly agitated. 

Around ten seconds later, it became immensely bright. Even though he could not hear anything, Zhao Yu 

could clearly tell that someone had turned on a lamp in the darkness. Hao Gang walked towards the 

light, when suddenly, a long-haired, slender woman appeared in Zhao Yu’s sight. 

Sh*t! Zhao Yu was stunned. He thought to himself, “Just what is Hao Gang doing? Hiding a woman in his 

office, is this really some sort of secret? Is this guy deranged? To ignore the celebrity coming on to him 

earlier, but keeping a woman in his office?” 



Suddenly, Hao Gang walked in front of the woman, and the woman turned to turn on an even brighter 

light. Under the clear lighting, Zhao Yu could see that the woman was quite delicate, wearing a golden 

silk pajamas, her hair somewhat messy. 

Once she turned on the light, the woman finally turned, appearing in front of Hao gang. Zhao Yu only 

needed one look before he felt a chill creep up his entire body. He felt like he was going to explode! 

Holy mother of God! Holy sh*t! Zhao Yu could not believe what he was seeing. The woman in front of 

Hao Gang looked almost identical to the 3D simulation of what Liang Sisi should look as a grown-up! The 

mole beside the tip of her mouth was even more clear, and exactly the same! 

God! Remembering how Hao Gang was currently the biggest suspect in the Mianling Case, Zhao Yu 

could pretty much confirm that this woman was the girl who went missing twenty-six years ago—Liang 

Sisi!!! 

My God! Zhao Yu felt all the hair on his body was stand up. His excitement could not be described with 

words. He had imagined hundreds of thousands of times how he would solve the Mianling Case, yet he 

could never have imagined this insane scene in front of him! 

Hao Gang! This evil, sneaky kidnapper, this devil in human’s skin. To think he took Liang Sisi. 

To Zhao Yu’s overwhelming agitation, he did not know what Hao Gang told Liang Sisi, but Liang Sisi’s 

expression turned wooden as she robotically walked into the bathroom! Once Liang Sisi entered the 

bathroom, Hao Gang slowly strode to the entrance of the bathroom. 

Through the steam on the window, Zhao Yu could guess that Liang Sisi was showering. But at this time, 

something happened and Zhao Yu’s stopped breathing. 

As Hao Gang stood outside of the bathroom door, with one hand on the handle, his other hand was 

holding his pistol in front of him! 

Ah?! Zhao Yu was stunned. Could…could it be…Hao Gang was trying to eliminate all the evidence?!! 

Chapter 215: How to save her? 

 

 Vroom…Zhao Yu stepped on the pedal and sped towards Rongtian building in the middle of the night. 

Rongtian building was located in the new area of Qinshan. It would take Zhao Yu at least fifteen minutes 

to get there from Shun Feng Street, even if he drove at full speed. Zhao Yu thought that the truth with 

be revealed with the appearance of Liang Sisi, who had been missing for years. The distressing Mianling 

Case in Qinshan could finally be closed! 

When Zhao Yu saw Hao Gang trying to kill Liang Sisi with a gun, he realized that reality was not as 

beautiful as he thought. In actuality, it was awful! He had seen Hao Gang with the gun in his mind but he 

could not record it, so there was no way for it to be used as evidence. 

Although he had the answer, he could not do anything about Hao Gang! Once Hao Gang killed Liang Sisi, 

all evidence would be gone—he would no longer be in danger. Even if he was a suspect, he could not be 

sentenced if there was not any evidence. 



Even worse, there was no immediate evidence, no search warrant, and no warrant of arrest. Police 

would not search Hao Gang’s building no matter how Zhao Yu pleaded with the authorities. No one 

would believe what Zhao Yu said. The idea of Liang Sisi being imprisoned in Hao Gang’s office, within the 

Rongtian building, just sounded ridiculous. So, Zhao Yu could only stop Hao Gang from killing her on his 

own! 

But how? How could Zhao Yu possibly stop Hao Gang when he was already about to shoot her? 

“What should I do?!” Zhao Yu had to drive fast as he watched Hao Gang through the camera. 

Fortunately, even though Hao Gang was ready to shoot her, he was hesitating. If he really was one of 

the kidnappers in the Mianling Case, Liang Sisi had been imprisoned since she was six-years-old. After 

spending so many years together, they had definitely built an intimate love-hate relationship! 

Hao Gang seemed to be having trouble killing her, but Zhao Yu knew that Liang Sisi would finish 

showering soon. Once she was done, Hao Gang would pull the trigger! 

If Hao Gang really was the murderer of the Mianling Case, he was a monster. If he could kill so many 

children back then, he would not treat Liang Sisi any differently. It would be too late by then! 

“What should I do?!” he thought. Zhao Yu was dying to grow a pair of wings to fly straight to Hao Gang’s 

office, but that was impossible. He needed to focus on figuring out a way to save her! 

“Wait…” Suddenly, Zhao Yu recalled something! Cellphone! Yeah! Hao Gang had a cellphone! That old 

cellphone was in his pocket. If I can call him, I can buy some time,” he thought. But Hao Gang’s 

cellphone was so well-hidden; no outsiders would be able to get the number. Even if they tried to find it 

by using advanced methods, they still might not be able to get it. 

“How…How can we get in touch with him? Even if we can get in touch with him, how can we buy time? 

What should I do…Hey?” Suddenly, something popped into Zhao Yu’s mind! “Someone called him 

before he decided to kill Liang Sisi. It must have been that phone call that made Hao Gang decide to kill 

her! 

“He was so angry that he even smashed the glass when he answered the call. Then…Who was on the 

phone with Hao Gang? What did the person say to him when they were on the phone? Could it be…” 

Zhao Yu immediately thought of a name: Han Wenjun! 

“Could it be him?!” Zhao Yu and Miao Ying had visited Han Wenjun’s grandchild at his old house 

yesterday. Had that caught Han Wenjun’s attention? 

Han Wenjun might have found out that the police had been looking for him, so he called Hao Gang to 

align their oral statements, and urged Hao Gang to get rid of her. 

“Han Wenjun, could it be him? If so, what if I called Han Wenjun now? No way…” he thought. Zhao Yu 

could not think of anything to say to Han Wenjun. If he said anything suspicious, it may just reaffirm Hao 

Gang’s decision. Also, Zhao Yu might not be able to reach Han Wenjun with the number he had. “What 

should I do?” 

Hao Gang’s eye was fixed on the silhouette behind the matte glass in the bathroom. It seemed that 

Liang Sisi was almost done! 



Damn it! Zhao Yu stepped on the gas, and the car was almost flying off the ground. Although the road 

was empty, it would take him another five to six minutes until he got to Rongtian building. But just 

getting there would not make a difference; he would need to go through the building’s security guards 

and rush into the hidden room in Hao Gang’s office. There would not be enough time! 

“Eh? Got it!” Zhao Yu figured out a plan! “Hao Jiajun! Yeah!” 

He had gotten Hao Jiajun’s number when he was causing trouble at Tianlong Technology office that day. 

Maybe he could delay Hao Gang with Hao Jiajun’s help. Zhao Yu did not wait and called Hao Jiajun. 

“Hello?” Hao Jiajun answered as soon as Zhao Yu called. 

“Hello?” Zhao Yu purposely spoke with a rough voice. “Is this Hao Jiajun?” 

“Yes, who is this?” Hao Jiajun spoke politely. 

“Hehe.” Zhao Yu gritted his teeth and said, “I am a kidnapper. I’ve called to inform you that we have 

kidnapped your dad, Hao Gang! I warn you, do not report this to the police!” 

“Huh? What?” Hao Jiajun was surprised. “That’s impossible. Who are you? Are you joking?” 

“Unfortunately, your father has passed out!” Zhao Yu tried to frighten him. “But he told me the 

password to his security vault before he fell unconscious. It’s *******. Hehehe. Go get the money 

ready! I warned you! If you report this to the police, I will kill him!” Zhao Yu hung up before Hao Jiajun 

responded. 

Zhao Yu had made up kidnapping and ransom because he could not think of anything else that would 

make Hao Jiajun call Hao Gang there and then. After hanging up, Zhao Yu continued speeding while 

looking at the surveillance video in his mind. 

The water vapor on the glass was fading. Liang Sisi would be coming out of the shower anytime now. He 

could see Hao Gang’s hands trembling through the video. That indicated that he was still hesitating. 

When the door opened, which was when Hao Gang was going to shoot Liang Sisi, Hao Gang was 

frightened by something, and he hid the gun behind him. 

Zhao Yu saw that Hao Gang’s phone rang at the same time as when Liang Sisi had opened the door. 

Liang Sisi was naked as she walked out, expressionless. She did not even have any slippers on. Hao Gang 

had missed his opportunity to shoot her, so he picked up the call. 

Zhao Yu could not see, but he could tell that the call was from Hao Jiajun. Of course he would know his 

dad’s emergency number. He was definitely making sure that Hao Gang had not been kidnapped. 

Hao Gang looked odd as he listened on the phone. He moved to another corner to talk to Hao Jiajun. 

Zhao Yu was just reaching Rongtian Building by that time. 

However, Zhao Yu was well aware that Hao Gang had a gun and a troop of tough security guards within 

the building. He would probably die if he broke into the building without police backup, regardless of 

how well he could fight. But he would not have a legit reason to request backup there and then. If there 

was no evidence that Liang Sisi was in the building, he would not be able to get any help. So… 



Was there any other way that he could get backup with a reasonable excuse? That was not difficult for 

Zhao Yu. Hehe… 

Chapter 216: The Shocking Gunpoint 

 

“Hello! Team Leader Miao, Team Leader Miao!” In the emergency, Zhao Yu still decided to call Miao 

Ying. Miao Ying had just picked up, and Zhao Yu immediately spoke with a voice of extreme emergency. 

“Team Leader Miao, listen to me. I found an important evidence. Liang Sisi, Liang Sisi…” Before he spoke 

more, Zhao Yu realized that he had already arrived at Rongtian Building. He immediately slammed the 

breaks, which stopped the car with a screech. 

Due to the force of the brakes, the car lost its balance and flung forward. The tires squeaked as the back 

of the car spun and slammed into the side of the street, then made a dull popping sound. 

At the same time, Zhao Yu purposefully threw the phone on the ground, then pulled the car door open, 

yelling in a stunned voice, “You…you guys…” Zhao Yu only said those few words before forcefully hitting 

the car door and seat, making a huge noise. 

Everything happened before the automatic light in the car went out. After those precious few seconds, 

Zhao Yu immediately left his car and phone, and took large strides into the building. 

As he ran, he purposely brought the child phone had Miao Ying gave him, which could act as a GPS 

tracking device. He stuffed it in his pocket, then ran as fast as he could towards the door of the Rongtian 

building. 

The reason that Zhao Yu had acted so dramatic just now was, of course, to attract Miao Ying’s attention. 

Once Miao Ying realized that Zhao Yu was in danger, she would definitely contact the police and come 

support him. 

Using the kid-phone, Miao Ying could easily obtain his location information. Once she realized Zhao Yu’s 

location, she would definitely rush to the Rongtian building. This way, Zhao Yu would not only obtain 

police backup, but would also have a valid reason to enter the building! 

But Zhao Yu was still in danger! He knew that once Hao Gang put down his phone, his murderous intent 

would be even stronger! Thus, he had to expend all his effort, unable to spare even one second. He 

must rush at full speed to Hao Gang’s secret room. 

But Rongtian building was not just some normal area. Not only was the security there incredibly tight, 

but Zhao Yu also could not expose his identity as a police officer! Once Hao Gang knew a police officer 

was there, then it would definitely force his hand! 

If that happened, the results would be even worse. Not only would he alert Hao Gang to his presence, 

but the building would be packed with hidden danger and countless guards. If he was surrounded, then 

it would be even worse for him! What to do? 

At this point, Zhao Yu could no longer worry about it and immediately used the invisibility cloak that the 

system had rewarded him. 



Rongtian building’s door was a massive, automatic revolving door. Since it was night, the door was 

already locked, however, the small glass door beside the revolving door was still able to be accessed. 

Once Zhao Yu covered himself with the cloak, he immediately pushed the door open and entered. 

When the guard at the door saw the shadow of a person, and the door opening, he immediately stood 

up and went to check. Yet, after a careful search, he could not find anything. 

Zhao Yu’s invisible cloak only had a one-minute duration. In order to quickly go upstairs, he immediately 

went towards the elevator. When he pressed the button, the elevator opened. He got in, pressed the 

button, then it closed. 

The security guard at the door could not see Zhao Yu, but as he watched the elevator mysteriously open, 

then close, a puzzled expression crawled up his face. 

Zhao Yu had already carefully surveyed Hao Gang, and knew the exact location of his office. Once the 

elevator stopped at the thirty-third floor, he immediately rushed towards the door to Hao Gang’s office. 

There were indeed guards in front of the office. Two security guards wearing black suits were dutifully 

standing outside the door. Zhao Yu knew that his invisibility would not last much longer, so he 

immediately rushed forward, aiming right at the face of one guar, and threw a punch! 

This punch had all of Zhao Yu’s strength behind it, and was a complete sneak attack. The guard who was 

hit did not even make a noise as his head slammed against the wall, and he fainted right away. 

Zhao Yu could not care too much. At the moment, the invisibility cloak would only last ten more 

seconds. He immediately punched in the password and opened the door to Hao Gang’s office. 

The office was completely dark. Zhao Yu could not see a thing, so he flipped on the lamp in the room. 

Hao Gang’s fancy, castle-like office finally appeared before Zhao Yu. But of course, he had no heart to 

admire it. He immediately rushed into the hidden room within the storage room, ready to rescue Liang 

Sisi. 

Zhao Yu pulled the lever behind the scanner, and heard the sound of the shelf moving aside to show the 

fingerprint-access door. 

Zhao Yu was not dumb. He knew that Hao Gang had a gun, so before he entered, he checked on Hao 

Gang with his surveillance camera. 

Hao Gang had already finished his phone call with Hao Jiajun. Maybe he had heard some sort of 

commotion and was just standing behind the metal door, examining something using the surveillance 

device on the wall. At the same time, he pressed down on the call machine to inquire about the 

situation outside. 

Zhao Yu estimated the distance and realized Hao Gang was right on the other side of the metal door. 

Realizing this, he immediately used the skeleton key, and with a “beep,” the metal door sprang open! 

As soon as the door opened, Zhao Yu used the very last second of the invisibility cloak and rushed 

toward Hao Gang. 



Hao Gang could have never imagined that not only did someone know about his secret room, but could 

easily open the metal door as well. Thus, with Zhao Yu’s lightning fast entrance, Hao Gang could not 

even react. He was immediately met with a flying kick from Zhao Yu, and was knocked down! 

Boom! Hao Gang landed heavily on the floor, the gun in his hand flying far away. 

Zhao Yu’s invisibility had ended, and he was revealed. Yet, Zhao Yu did not say a single word, and 

immediately got on top of Hao Gang, ready to punch him! 

Even though Hao Gang was older, he had been a soldier when he was young. Having training of his own, 

his reaction was not bad at all. 

When Zhao Yu got on top of him, he instinctively used his arms to block his face. Even though Zhao Yu’s 

punches rained down, none of them hit critical area. But even then, Hao Gang was still shaking from the 

assault. 

Zhao Yu showed no sign of stopping, landing punch after punch, forcing Hao Gang into submission, 

nearing defeat. Yet, at this moment, something that Zhao Yu had never expected happened! 

“Fuu…” From the air came an almost silent sound. Yet, after the sound, Zhao Yu’s shoulder exploded 

with blood!! 

When Zhao Yu fell to the ground in pain, he suddenly saw the stark-naked Liang Sisi holding Hao Gang’s 

pistol with the silencer, aiming it right at him with little expression! 

Chapter 217: How Did You Get Here? 

 

 Zhao Yu did not understand. He came to save Liang Sisi, but why would Liang Sisi shoot him at this 

crucial moment? Was it because…she was brainwashed? Did she forget that Hao Gang was the monster 

that imprisoned her for twenty-six years? Did she forget that Hao Gang was the murderer that killed all 

of her schoolmates? 

Zhao Yu saw Liang Sisi aiming the gun at him, so he immediately put on the invisible bullet proof suit 

from the system. 

Zhao Yu was too careless. He should have worn the bullet proof suit way earlier since it lasted for one 

hour! 

“Shoot! Kill him!” Hao Gang ordered Liang Sisi. Even though Liang Sisi looked expressionless, her body 

was shaking. She could not pull the trigger! 

“Give it to me! Come, give it to me!” Hao Gang stood up on his feet and walked towards Liang Sisi, 

wanting to grab the gun from in her hand. 

Zhao Yu knew that since he was wearing the bulletproof suit, the gun would not have any effect on him, 

but when he saw the look on Hao Gang’s face, he suddenly realized that Hao Gang probably did not only 

want to kill him! That man was a monster. Once he got the gun, it would be hard to say whether or not 

he would shoot Liang Sisi! 



“No! No way! If Liang Sisi dies, there won’t be any more evidence! Liang Sisi can never die!” he thought. 

Zhao Yu ignored the pain from his shoulder, got up, and ran towards Hao Gang. At that very moment, 

Hao Gang took the gun from Liang Sisi and turned around to shoot Zhao Yu! 

Zhao Yu managed to grab Hao Gang’s right hand that was holding the gun and fought with him! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! Hao Gang shot three bullets into the ceiling. The gun should have had four bullets, 

but after Hao Gang shot the three bullets, the gun only made a clicking sound. 

Zhao Yu wanted to knock Hao Gang down, but he had not expected for Hao Gang to be so strong. With 

his shoulder injury, it made it very difficult for Zhao Yu. He could not bring Hao Gang to his knees even 

after a few rounds of wrestling. 

Hao Gang knocked over Liang Sisi while the two of them were fighting. Liang Sisi wanted to turn around 

and run, but she fell straight to the ground. She knocked her head on a corner and fainted. 

Ah? Zhao Yu was worried that Liang Sisi was in danger. He wanted to turn around and take a look. Hao 

Gang seized the chance and pushed Zhao Yu over, then finally got out of his grapple. He knew that the 

gun had run out of bullets, so he turned around and ran outside. 

Zhao Yu turned around and saw Liang Sisi rolling around in pain on the ground, which meant she was 

not head. Zhao Yu could not bear the idea of Hao Gang escaping, so he immediately ran after Hao Gang 

as he clutched his shoulder! 

Hao Gang was almost sixty-years-old, but with his consistent training, he was rather fit. Even after 

wrestling with Zhao Yu for a long time, he could still run pretty quickly. He was at the office door in the 

blink of an eye. 

Zhao Yu chased after him closely, no further than two meters behind. Zhao Yu wanted to jump up and 

grab him from the back, but Hao Gang suddenly flew back from the entrance. He seemed to have been 

kicked back. He flew a few meters back and fell onto his back! 

“Ah…” Hao Gang groaned in pain after the huge crash. 

“Hmm? What’s going on? Why did he fly back on his own?” Zhao Yu wondered. He looked up and saw 

someone running through the entrance alone. This person that ran into the office sent a breath of fresh 

air across the room. Zhao Yu looked and realized that the person was none other than Miao Ying!! 

“Wow! That’s fast!” he thought in awe. 

Miao Ying was wearing her sky blue sports suit, looking good in it. 

Suddenly, Zhao Yu got a confidence boost, but his ego was awakened too. “I came to take out Hao Gang 

on my own. If he really is guilty, he was worth a billion! I can’t let Miao Ying take advantage of this,” he 

thought. 

Zhao Yu quickly took the handcuffs and put them on Hao Gang. 

Miao Ying suddenly shouted at Zhao Yu, “Zhao Yu! Run! Now!” 



“Huh? What?” Zhao Yu hung back. “This b*tch really wants to carry off my triumph? Asked me to run 

away, am I…” Zhao Yu was thinking until he was shocked by two gunshots. Holes formed on the door 

frame right behind Miao Ying. 

Bang! Bang! Miao Ying had not managed to say much to Zhao Yu when she rolled into the office. 

Just when Miao Ying jumped, a gunshot came from the door again. One hit the vase in the office door. 

The vase shattered, and the pieces flew apart. 

Zhao Yu turned around to look at the door and saw a man with a black handgun come in. Zhao Yu had 

seen this person before. He was the bodyguard with a scar near the corner of his eye. 

The bodyguard saw Zhao Yu and immediately aimed the gun at him! Zhao Yu reacted quickly and 

instinctively dodged the bullets that were shot at him. He could hear as the bullets flew past him. 

The bodyguard realized that he had not shot Zhao Yu, then quickly aimed at Miao Ying instead. But she 

had already leapt over the office desk to hide. Bullets were shot right there and then. There were two 

holes on Hao Gang’s desk. 

Eh?! Zhao Yu suddenly remembered something. “Ah, Fuck! I wore a one-hundred percent bulletproof 

suit. I shouldn’t be scared of him at all. Why am I hiding?” Zhao Yu bellowed and ran towards the man 

holding the gun. 

The bodyguard had not expected Zhao Yu to be so fearless, but he quickly raised his gun to shoot at 

Zhao Yu. Miao Ying threw a chair at him when she saw that Zhao Yu was in danger. 

The bodyguard was attacked from both sides and he hesitated. He raised his other hand to block the 

chair, but Zhao Yu was really fast and knocked him into the cupboard! 

Zhao Yu was betting his life. The glass on the cupboard shattered and books flew everywhere! 

Waaa….Zhao Yu head-butted the gunman’s stomach and lifted him over his head, but he was unstable 

because of the injury to his shoulder. 

The bodyguard readjusted his wrist, intending to shoot Zhao Yu, but Miao Ying rushed over to help when 

she saw. 

The gunman shot Miao Ying instead. Luckily, Zhao Yu was not stable and the shot tilted. It did not hit 

Miao Ying, but it did scare her off. 

Zhao Yu roared again and threw the man onto the distorted cupboard angrily! 

Plang…After the shattering sound, the bodyguard was on top of the broken cupboard, and his body was 

full of glass shards! 

“Oh…Ah…” The bodyguard had lost his ability to fight and was only left with the strength to moan over 

his injury. 

“Zhao Yu!” Miao Ying saw the fresh blood on Zhao Yu’s shoulder. She quickly ran over and asked, “How 

are you? Are you injured? They really kidnapped you?” 



“Team Lead Miao!” Zhao Yu held his shoulder and asked, “How did you get here so fast? Where are the 

others?” 

“I was worried about you, so I came first!” Miao Ying answered while she checked on Zhao Yu’s wound. 

“The others should be here soon!” 

“How…How did you get up here?” Zhao Yu was amazed. 

“I beat my way up!” Miao Ying pointed at the bodyguard, full of glass. “We do not have a search 

warrant, but I was afraid you wouldn’t make it, so I rushed up. Luckily you brought the phone I gave you! 

But where’s Hao Gang?” 

“Snap!” Zhao Gang was reminded about the most important issue. But when he turned around, he 

realized that Hao Gang had already disappeared! 

Chapter 218: Magic Again 

 

 Oh no! Zhao Yu shivered in realization! Where was Hao Gang? He could not escape! This guy was worth 

billions. He definitely had planned his backup escape already. It would be nearly impossible to capture 

him again! 

At least the invisible surveillance camera still worked. Zhao Yu immediately used the surveillance camera 

to check the situation, and realized that Hao Gang was already in the elevator. You want to run?! 

“Quick!” Zhao Yu did not have time to explain, but pointed at the storage room and yelled to Miao Ying, 

“Inside of that room is a small door. Liang Sisi’s inside! Make sure to protect her! Hao Gang! Hao Gang’s 

the kidnapper of the Mianling case! He locked up Liang Sisi for all this time!” 

“What?! Liang Sisi?!” Miao Ying was stunned. She could barely wrap her head around what Zhao Yu had 

said. Yet, just as she was about to enter the chamber, she took a look at Zhao Yu’s shoulder, which was 

gushing with blood. She asked with immense concern, “Then…you…I’ll wrap this up for you first!” 

“I’m going to chase Hao Gang! I can’t let him get away!” Zhao Yu replied, then immediately rushed 

towards the exit. Yet, before he even got close to the door, a bunch of people rushed in instead! 

They were suit-clad bodyguards, all holding police batons, looking murderous. Clearly, they had been 

ordered by Hao Gang, and came to deal with the intruders. 

“Holy sh*t!” Zhao Yu was not sure what to do when he saw the mass of people. He quickly turned to try 

and find the gun that the security guard with the scar had been using. Yet, there was a huge mess near 

the bookshelf. In this emergency, the gun was nowhere to be found. 

The bodyguards did not care at all and immediately started waving their batons, ready to attack. 

Without any other options, Zhao Yu could only fight back, fighting through the jumbled mess. 

These people were very different from the pyramid scammers that Zhao Yu had previously met. These 

guys were all professionals. Even in a one-on-one battle they would not lose to Zhao Yu, much less in a 

group. Within moments, Zhao Yu was beaten, unable to fight back. 



“Hah!” Suddenly a roar sliced through the air, and Miao Ying flew back into the fray, ready to join the 

fight! 

Miao Ying’s spinning kick first landed on one person, kicking them away. Yet, just as she finished her 

kick, she was met with numerous batons, and she let out roars of pain. Zhao Yu finally took one down as 

well, but with the batons landing upon him, he also retreated in pain. 

The baton’s power was not to be underestimated, capable of breaking bones easily. Zhao Yu noticed 

that he and Miao Ying could not fight back at all, and decided to change his approach. He immediately 

activated the new electricity jammer he had obtained from the system. As soon as he used it, the entire 

area went pitch-black! The bodyguards who were focused on their assault suddenly could not see a 

thing and quickly fell into chaos. 

Hoho! After a few moments, Zhao Yu let out a cold laugh. He said to himself, “Now that you guys have 

had your fun, it’s my turn, right?!” 

Zhao Yu immediately turned on his invisible night vision, and everything was clear as day in his eyes. 

Grinning to himself, Zhao Yu immediately grabbed a bodyguard’s head and slammed them into a full-

body mirror! 

Bam! With the sound of the glass breaking, the person was bloody all over and immediately fell to the 

ground. Zhao Yu picked up his baton and started his vicious revenge! 

When it came to fighting, Zhao Yu was definitely an expert. As for fighting with a stick, it was Zhao Yu’s 

specialty! 

Seeing how this was a life-or-death situation, Zhao Yu saw no need to hold back. He immediately swung 

his stick and aimed at the bodyguard’s head, face, back of their head, and started his attack! Assault! 

Aggression! 

The office was soon filled with painful wails. Many people did not even know what had happened before 

they were attacked by Zhao Yu, then instantly lost consciousness! 

The guards were not dumb either. Seeing that there was no light, they immediately took out their 

phones, intending to use their phones as a light source. Yet, the phone was dead, completely unusable! 

“Aiya…” 

“Ah!” 

“Oh…” 

“Sob…” 

“Ow!” 

Within the crowd was a shrewder guard. Seeing that his phone was not working, he immediately pulled 

out a lighter and switched it on. Yet, as soon as the flame appeared, he was shocked to see an 

immensely terrifying face within the glow. He was instantly taken aback and collapsed on the ground. 



As it turned out, Zhao Yu had seen his lighter way ahead of time and was already standing in front of 

him, ready to scare him! Once the person collapsed, Zhao Yu immediately followed with a few blunt 

attacks and knocked them out cold. 

Just like that, ten or so guards were all quickly taken down by Zhao Yu—each of them bleeding, wailing 

in pain. 

At that time, Zhao Yu had wanted to chase Hao Gang. Yet, with Miao Ying and Liang Sisi there, he could 

not just leave. He immediately looked at the surveillance camera in his head, and was shocked to see 

that Hao Gang was standing in the lobby, commanding a group of people who looked like bodyguards. 

The bodyguards looked like a mass of black, numbering in the forties and fifties. After Hao Gang’s 

command, they all rushed up the staircase. 

Holy…Zhao Yu was thunderstruck. Did Hao Gang keep an army in this building or something? How could 

he fight this many people at once? 

At the same time, the hallway was already filled with the sound of footsteps. Clearly, Hao Gang’s “army” 

was more than just forty or fifty people! 

Even though Zhao Yu could still last a while using the electricity jammer and night vision, his shoulder 

wound was getting worse and worse. He almost could not lift his shoulder anymore. It would not be a 

good idea to fight back now. 

Zhao Yu thought hard and suddenly came up with an idea. He immediately stood in front of Miao Ying, 

wanting to pull her hand. Yet, even though Miao Ying could not see, her reflexes were still top-notch. 

She immediately threw a punch, nearly hitting Zhao Yu. 

“Hey! It’s me!” Zhao Yu exclaimed as he turned off the electricity jammer. The office was suddenly 

bathed in light again. Miao Ying was hiding in a corner. When the light turned on, she raised her head. 

She looked messy, and not just a little. 

She saw Zhao Yu stand romantically heroic in front of her. His back straight, and behind him were a 

bunch of enemies sprawled on the ground! None of these people looked okay in the least, each of them 

wailing in pain. Miao Ying could never guess in a million years, just how did Zhao Yu fight them all? 

Yet, time was running out. Zhao Yu had no heart to tease Miao Ying at the moment. He immediately 

grabbed Miao Ying and pulled her into the storage room, through the metal door, then into Hao Gang’s 

hidden space. Miao Ying was once again at a loss for words. She could never imagine there being such a 

hidden area within the office. 

Once they entered, Zhao Yu immediately locked the metal door. The door was especially thick. Zhao Yu 

figured since it was designed by Hao Gang, it must be very sturdy so that it could not be pried open! 

Using the surveillance camera on the wall, Zhao Yu could see the situation in the office. Just as he and 

Miao Ying had left, the room was immediately filled with many murderous guards. But it seemed that 

Hao Gang had not told them about this secret area. The body guards looked through the office a few 

times, then many left. 



Zhao Yu also saw that as he closed the metal door, a shelf in the storage room once again covered the 

door. If someone did not know about this room, there was no way they could be able to find it. 

“Interesting!” Zhao Yu thought to himself. Within these few minutes, Hao Gang’s secret area had 

suddenly become his sanctuary. 

Zhao Yu turned and saw that Miao Ying had already seen the Liang Sisi lying on the floor. At the 

moment, Liang Sisi was still unconscious, muttering something. 

Miao Ying looked carefully, and when she saw the woman indeed looked exactly like the lab-generated 

photo of Liang Sisi, she was once again thunderstruck! This woman really was Liang Sisi?! 

“Team Leader Miao!” Zhao Yu held his bleeding shoulder and rushed to her. “Quick! Use your phone to 

call someone!” 

“Oh, right! Right!” Miao Ying was just recovering from her shock and immediately pulled her phone out 

to make a call. Even though she had already alerted Zhang Yaohui and Team B to come, the building was 

surrounded by so many guards. Without a search warrant, they would definitely be stopped. With a case 

this big, they had to get even more reinforcement. 

Zhao Yu was also saying that Han Wenjun had a ninety percent chance of also being the kidnapper, so it 

had to be reported to the police. Han Wenjun must also be captured before he escaped as well! 

Yet, Miao Ying messed with her phone for quite a while before telling Zhao Yu helplessly, “Weird, there’s 

no signal? Ah? It’s broken! Could it be…Hao Gang was afraid we would call and blocked the signal in the 

entire building? Then…then this is going to be bad!” 

“Hehehe…” Yet Zhao Yu only laughed when he heard this, thinking to himself that it was his time to 

shine again. Thus, he said confidently to Miao Ying, “Team Leader Miao, no worry! Did you forget, I am 

someone blessed by God! Here, hold your phone properly so you don’t drop it in shock. I, the magical 

Zhao Yu, will once again use my magic!” 

Chapter 219: I’ll sacrifice myself 

 

 Master Zhao used his power and Miao Ying’s phone suddenly had a full signal bar. Zhao Yu had fun 

pretending. He mumbled while urging Miao Ying to talk quickly as his powers were very limited, saying 

that he could not hold them for long. 

Miao Ying went silent when she saw that her phone had connection! She even started to buy the idea 

that Zhao Yu had supernatural powers. 

According to ranking, Miao Ying was supposed to called captain Liu Changhu, but when he heard Miao 

Ying’s request for assistance in the middle of the night, waking him from his sleep, he was reluctant and 

said that full police support could only be given with evidence. So Miao Ying took a video showing Liang 

Sisi and Zhao Yu’s shoulder injury and sent it over. 

While Zhao Yu was in the video, he cursed at Liu Changhu, “Liu Changhu, f*ck you! There are over a 

hundred criminals outside trying to get us. Team Lead Miao and I can’t hold on any longer. We are going 

to call Bureau Chief Zhou now! If the both of us die, you will be in big trouble!” 



Although he had been scolded, Liu Changhu came to realize that it was crucial, that their lives were in 

his hands. He immediately got up and reported to the higher ups. 

Miao Ying then made calls to Bureau Chief Zhou and Bureau Chief Luan right after. She reported the 

current situation and requested them to urge capital authorities to capture Han Wenjun. 

The two bureau chiefs took immediate action to arrange for back up and arrest Han Wenjun when they 

heard the great news! Miao Ying then called Zhang Yaohui and the others to tell them that it would be 

dangerous to rush into the building, saying that they should wait downstairs for backup instead. 

When Miao Ying finished calling everyone, Zhao Yu pretended to contain his power tiredly, but in 

actuality the signal amplification device was still working, and Miao Ying’s phone’s signal bar was still 

full. 

“Zhao Yu, quick!” Miao Ying wanted to tear off a piece of fabric from her shirt to help Zhao Yu stop the 

bleeding, but her sports suit material was too tough and could not be torn. Miao Ying was like a cat on a 

hot tin roof as she took of her top and tore off the sleeve. 

Zhao Yu wanted to tell Miao Ying that there was a clothes rack behind her with clothes and a towel on it, 

but Zhao Yu was reluctant to tell Miao Ying when he saw her being so anxious. Also, Miao Ying was 

wearing a yellow tank top under the shirt instead of a singlet! He could see her curvy body and her snow 

white skin clearly. 

Zhao Yu gulped and sat in front of Miao Ying to let her take care of his wound. Miao Ying had a nice 

scent. Zhao Yu was aroused as she wrapped his wound with the cloth. 

Zhao Yu looked around and found the empty gun that Hao Gang had abandoned. As the gun was right 

next to Liang Sisi and she was naked, Miao Ying thought he was admiring her body! She quickly turned 

his face around and complained, “What are you looking at? Gangster…” 

When Miao Ying brought up the word “gangster,” it triggered Zhao Yu’s bad intentions. Zhao Yu walked 

over to Liang Sisi and picked up the gun when Miao Ying was done wrapping his wound. 

“Gun?!” Miao Ying saw and asked, “Whose? Zhao Yu, what happened to you? Did Hao Gang really 

kidnap you?” 

“Of course!” Zhao Yu held the gun and ran towards the metal door. He said, “That b*stard Hao Gang 

shot me. I cannot let him escape!” 

“Hey!” Miao Ying realized Zhao Yu’s intentions and pulled him back. ” You…What are you trying to do? 

You can’t go out there, it is too dangerous!” Both of them looked at the surveillance screen as Miao Ying 

talked. There were many bodyguards in Hao Gang’s office. They were either looking for the two of them 

or helping their comrades that had been beaten up by Zhao Yu. 

“No way!” Zhao Yu spoke firmly. “I heard Hao Gang making arrangements to escape when he kidnapped 

me. If I let him run now, it will be difficult for us to capture him later! Plus, he already informed Han 

Wenjun, so I bet he is also running away!” 



“This…” Miao Ying furrowed her brows and expressed her worries. “No way! You going out like that is 

basically sending yourself to hell. Also, it’s been so long. Hao Gang must have ran for a long time! Listen 

to me, wait for backup here!” 

“No!” Zhao Yu stood as though he was bound for death or glory, and pushed Miao Ying aside. “I saw 

something when I was kidnapped and found out about this secret room. Hao Gang’s money is there. He 

will definitely need to get the money before he runs away! I know how to stop him!” 

“No way!” Miao Ying grabbed Zhao Yu and advised him, “You’re injured! If someone has to go, I’ll go!” 

“No way!” Zhao Yu rejected her idea firmly and pushed Miao Ying. “You don’t know the way, and you 

have to protect Liang Sisi! If I cannot arrest Hao Gang, you have to protect Liang Sisi. Only she knows the 

truth about the Mianling Case! You…take care!” 

“Zhao Yu!” Miao Yu grabbed Zhao Yu’s arm again. “No, no way. That is an order. You are not going!” 

“Team Lead Miao!” Zhao Yu said her ragingly, “You are talking about orders now? Hao Gang is the 

kidnapper of the Mianling Case! Four children and an adult were killed by him! Liang Sisi was the only 

one left, and she was used as a sex slave for twenty-six years! I’d put my life on the line to have this 

monster punished by law!” 

“Zhao Yu…” Miao Ying was overwhelmed by his smothering passion. She was reluctant when Zhao Yu let 

go, but she did not pull him back again. 

“Team Lead Miao!” Zhao Yu recalled something as he was leaving. He turned around and told Miao Ying, 

“I will most likely die on this mission. I do not have any regrets, but I have to tell you the truth: I really 

like you.” 

“Zhao Yu…” Miao Ying heard and her expression was complicated. 

“I do not ask for much. Please give me my last encouragement before I go!” He went on to kiss Miao 

Ying before could respond. 

“You…” Miao Ying was frightened, but she could not reject him as Zhao Yu sounded so determined. 

So that’s how it happened. Zhao Yu kissed Miao Ying the second time. This time it was longer, and Zhao 

Yu kissed her harder when he felt Miao Ying’s soft lips. He even used his tongue. Worse, he moved his 

hands towards Miao Ying’s private parts… 

Miao Ying’s reaction time was exceptional. She grabbed Zhao Yu’s wrist with her left hand and snatched 

Zhao Yu’s neck with her right hand to move his lips away from her face. Miao Ying did not speak, but it 

was obvious that she was telling him, “That’s enough, you b*stard! Don’t go overboard! Don’t make me 

hurt you!” 

Zhao Yu understood and nodded unwillingly. He then sat on the floor near the corridor. 

“Aiyo…” He remembered the pain from the wound on his shoulder. He crossed his arms and laid down 

to rest. 

“Hm…You?” Miao Ying was confused. She pointed at Zhao Yu and asked, “Aren’t you going to arrest Hao 

Gang? You…” Miao Ying pointed at Zhao Yu’s gun as she was talking. 



“Oh, there are no more bullets!” Zhao Yu threw the gun on the floor and said shamelessly, “What did 

you say? Who is going to arrest Hao Gang? You called for backup, didn’t you? Why do I need to head 

out? There are so many enemies out there. Do you want me to die?” 

“You…” Miao Ying then realized, she had been tricked! Team Lead Miao was furious and wanted to take 

revenge on Zhao Yu, but Zhao Yu welcomed the slap with his injured shoulder and said, “Hit me! Hit me 

right here!” 

Chapter 220: Come and Get Rich with Me! 

 

 “You! You b*stard!” Miao Ying cursed and turned to see that the shelf behind her was filled with clothes 

on hangers. She couldn’t help but be enraged, and immediately took a cloth and covered Liang Sisi. 

At the time, Liang Sisi already looked much better than before. But she was still confused, muttering 

somewhat unintelligibly. 

“Zhao Yu, I know.” Even though Miao Ying was shaking in anger, she still did not use violence, instead 

holding in her anger as she spoke. “You’re angry that I sold you out to Liu Changhu! Angry that I blamed 

you for not reporting to the higher-ups! Right?” 

“Yes, a little!” Zhao Yu’s answer was very straightforward. 

“Hmph! Zhao Yu, as shrewd as you are, yet you can’t tell?” Miao Ying did not even turn, her back facing 

Zhao Yu as she spoke. “It’s because I trust you! That’s why I sold you out!” 

“What?” Zhao Yu was stubborn. “Do you think I’m easy to deal with? That I won’t bite back? That I’m an 

easy scapegoat?” 

“You don’t understand!” Miao Ying explained seriously, “You and Liu Changhu are already enemies, the 

higher-ups already know that. Even if Liu Changhu reported you, nothing would happen! At most, they 

would just scold you a bit out of formality! 

“But I’m different, I just got here! If you were in my shoes, what would you do? Fight with Liu Changhu? 

Throw coffee on him like a maniac? Okay, even if I won, I could force Liu Changhu out, but then what? 

How would the higher-ups see me? How would our colleagues? After this, who would dare to be my 

friend?” 

“That’s…” Zhao Yu paused and felt that Miao Ying was making sense. Even though she was powerful, she 

still could not just use her background to oppress everyone, right? 

“Not only that,” Miao Ying finally turned around and lowered her voice as she said mysteriously, “but we 

are still working on a secret mission. Even though I used you this time, do you think I’d let you down? 

With me here, no one in Rongyang branch can touch you!” 

Enough! If Miao Ying had not mentioned this, it would have been fine, but when she did, Zhao Yu was 

more uncomfortable. “Hmph! You can keep faking it, but how long are you going to keep it up?” Zhao Yu 

wanted to say. He wanted to expose her, but stopped himself instead. 



“But you! You…what time is it now? I risked my life to save you, yet you used such a perverted method 

to get revenge on me! Your shoulder’s already wounded, yet you still dare…” Miao Ying yelled angrily at 

Zhao Yu. “What, is a kiss revenge against me? Is this fun for you?!” 

“Yes, yes, yes! It is!” Zhao Yu immediately answered. “To be able to kiss miss Miao, I am willing to die for 

it! Quick, just kill me now!” As he spoke, Zhao Yu even licked his lips, showing a face of drunken 

pleasure. 

“Pervert! B*stard!” Miao Ying clenched her teeth as she squeezed out the two words, then ignored him. 

But Zhao Yu simply relied on the fact that he was injured, then licked his lip as he stared at Miao Ying 

without blinking. Woah! Miao Renfeng’s figure was truly incredible. Her hips, smooth skin, her 

flexibility…tsktsk. 

Seeing Liang Sisi about to wake up, Miao Ying no longer payed attention to Zhao Yu and immediately 

propped up Liang Sisi, then started inquiring about her wellbeing. 

Zhao Yu also remembered that he had something more important to do. He stopped his perverted act as 

he carefully looked at the surveillance camera in his mind. He saw that Hao Gang was already in the 

parking lot of the Rongtian building, and was climbing into a luxury car. 

In Hao Gang’s hand was a large and heavy box. There was no need to guess; this box was definitely filled 

with cash! It seemed like he knew he had nowhere to run, and was ready to make his escape. 

But Zhao Yu was not worried that he would get away. One, because the invisible camera gave him real-

time surveillance of Hao Gang, and would not stop working until the next afternoon; Two, when Zhao Yu 

had been trying to handcuff Hao Gang, he had put an invisible tracker on Hao Gang so that he could 

easily know his location. Even if Hao Gang could fly, he would not be able to escape! 

Fifteen minutes later, Miao Ying’s phone rang. It was from Mao Wei. Mao Wei told them that the entire 

building was under the control of the police, and asked them to report their positions so someone could 

go and get them. 

Not long after, Zhang Yaohui led a group of people into Hao Gang’s office. Zhao Yu and Miao Ying then 

propped up Liang Sisi, who was still in shock, and left the secret chamber. 

When the investigators saw that Liang Sisi was really alive, all of them were stunned! This news was 

truly insane. Too incredible for words! Because Liang Sisi had never seen this many people, she was 

rather agitated. Her emotional state collapsed once again. In the end, Miao Ying could only use a piece 

of cloth to cover her head before she brought her out. 

At the time, Hao Gang’s office was filled with many injured guards lying on the floor. Zhang Yaohui and 

the guards were once again in shock. The look they gave Zhao Yu was akin to how they would look at a 

god. 

My God! They were all wondering, were Zhao Yu and Miao Ying demons reincarnated? These were all 

professional bodyguards, yet they had all been taken down so pitifully! The battle prowess of the two 

must be god-like. From now on, no matter what, Zhang Yaohui and the others knew that they should 

never offend these two! 



Zhao Yu did not care about anything else and immediately went to find the injured bodyguard who had 

glass sticking out of him. He asked Zhang Yaohui to make sure to arrest him. This bodyguard was Hao 

Gang’s right-hand man, so he definitely knew many of Hao Gang’s secrets, and would require special 

interrogation. 

Not only did the bodyguard have a scar by his eye, but with shards of glass sticking out all over him, he 

almost looked like a glass porcupine. 

Once he left his teammates to take care of the remaining business, Zhao Yu followed the squad and 

entered Rongtian building’s lobby. He saw that all the bodyguards were now crouched on the floor, 

waiting to be dealt with. Special agents with real guns occupied the lobby. The entire building was 

completely surrounded. 

Outside the door was Bureau Chief Luan, Bureau Chief Zhou, and all the other city-level officials. Zhao Yu 

and Miao Ying vaguely summarized the situation for them. 

Of course, Zhao Yu could not say just how he solved the case, he could only continue lying and say that 

he had already found important evidence about the Mianling Case, but had been kidnapped and 

brought to the Rongtian building by Hao Gang. 

Zhao Yu was truly a master of deception. He immediately started making up various stories, 

exaggerating here and there. First, Hao Gang kidnapped him and brought him to his office, then 

interrogated him on the police’s progress, then tried to eliminate any evidence. In the dire situation, 

Zhao Yu used his own power and escaped, battling endlessly with the guards, then figured out how to 

get into Hao Gang’s secret chamber and rescued Liang Sisi, who had been imprisoned for twenty-six 

years. But just as he was about to overpower Hao Gang, he was shot in the shoulder and Hao Gang 

escaped. But even then, he still persevered and battled to the end. 

With such a story, added with the bloody wound on his shoulder, all the officials started to praise Zhao 

Yu endlessly, nearly bowing in admiration! Even his sworn enemy Liu Changhu was stunned by the story! 

Out of everyone, only Miao Ying’s face darkened with Zhao Yu’s bragging, showing nothing but disdain. 

Once the higher-ups figured out the situation, everyone knew just how important it was. They 

immediately laid down the command: the entire city was now focused on arresting Hao Gang, 

prioritizing his capture! 

Even though Miao Ying was angry with Zhao Yu, she was still very concerned about his wellbeing. Once 

Liang Sisi was taken care of, she immediately contacted the medical staff, wanting to quickly deal with 

Zhao Yu’s wound. Yet, just as she went back to find Zhao Yu with the ambulance, she could not find him! 

Unexpectedly, right at this time, the police headquarters announced that the police had discovered Hao 

Gang’s direction. Hao Gang’s personal car was headed towards the airport. The airport contained Hao 

Gang’s private jet. Clearly, he was trying to escape. 

As soon as the news reached them, Liu Changhu immediately commanded people to intercept him at 

the airport. As Team B’s leader, Miao Ying also took her own team. Because it was an emergency, she 

could only give up on finding Zhao Yu for now, and organized her team as she led Zhang Yaohui to chase 

down Hao Gang. 



Just as Miao Ying and the others were using completely focused on intercepting Hao Gang, Zhao Yu was 

with Zhang Jingfeng and Liang Huan. The three of them were driving a police SUV, leisurely heading in 

the completely opposite direction. Zhang Jingfeng was driving, Zhao Yu was in the passenger seat, and 

Liang Huan was in the backseat. 

“Zhao, your shoulder is still bleeding. Why don’t you…” Liang Huan inquired with worry, yet Zhao Yu 

gestured for him to put on his seatbelt. 

The car was already at Qinshan Bridge. Under the bright streetlamp, there were not too many cars. In 

the middle of the bridge were white railings dividing traffic into two lanes. 

“Zhang, Liang!” Zhao Yu saw that the two were both wearing bullet-proof vests. Liang Huan was also 

carrying a gun. Zhao Yu asked, “How about it? Do you guys want to get rich with me?” 

“Zhao!” Zhang Jingfeng drove as he turned to him. “What do you mean? How do we get rich?” Yet 

before Zhang Jingfeng even finished his sentence, Zhao Yu suddenly flung himself over and grabbed the 

steering wheel. The entire SUV swerved and dove through the railing into oncoming traffic. At the same 

time, a cab was just driving through. In the end, the SUV slammed directly into the front of the cab. 

The two cars were both going at top speed. Upon collision, the SUV was instantly flung far to the side, 

and the cab twirled through the street and slammed onto the curb of the sidewalk! 

 


